Authorise Unsupervised Access for Students to EE Laboratories

I authorise students who have successfully completed the relevant Lab Induction and Access Quiz and are enrolled in the subject detailed below to work unsupervised in the specified laboratories during the specified times.

NB. Academic supervisors are directly responsible for the safety of students enrolled in their subjects.

Subject: ________________________________________

Required Labs:

- EEG03 Electronics Laboratory
- EE103 Circuit Theory Laboratory
- EE103a Circuit Theory Laboratory
- EE104 Digital Systems Laboratory
- EE105 Communications Laboratory
- EE107/108 Computing Laboratory
- ES404 Control Laboratory

Required Times:

- Normal Working Hours 9:00 am - 5:00 pm on any normal working day
- After Hours including weekends and public holidays, between 7:00 am and 10:00 pm

Start Date: ___________________________ End Date: ___________________________

Name ________________________________ Date ________________________________

Signature ________________________________ Ph (Ext): __________________________